AutoCoding
Device Gateway

Elevate Your Control of Packaging Line Devices

The AutoCoding Device Gateway provides unprecedented visibility and control of printing, coding,
scanning and inspection devices from many different vendors. Through a RESTful Web API, the
Gateway links these devices to external SCADA, MES and ERP systems, enabling full awareness
of device state, alarms and consumables status from plant floor to the enterprise.
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Features and Benefits
A Standard Platform Where No Standard Exists

Tired of writing your own device drivers? Unlike other aspects of controls
automation, there has not been a level of protocol standardization amongst
printer vendors (and even across some vendor’s own portfolio), making
technical support and seamless integration increasingly difficult each
time equipment is purchased. For this reason, AutoCoding maintains a
comprehensive library of our own drivers, supporting hundreds of different
devices, so this complexity can be perpetually managed in a single platform.

Multi-Vendor Support

Most packaging lines contain devices from many different vendors, so the impact
of adding new products to existing lines can vary widely. Your company may
be constrained to a single supplier to ensure any new devices are compatible
with the old. We have strong relationships with many of the major printer
and scanner suppliers, so you can select best-of-breed equipment without
having to replace existing hardware or compromise your control strategy.

Native IIoT Platform

IIoT technology provides flexibility at an architectural level and the ability to
leverage web services to integrate systems and devices from multiple vendors
quickly. Using industry standard RESTful Web Services, the Device Gateway
provides options to securely integrate with the most common automation and data
storage platforms. The JSON-based data model supports HTTP GET, PUT, POST,
PATCH and DELETE methods for both server configuration and device interaction.

Service Based Architecture

AutoCoding Gateway runs as a service on existing Windows-based IT
infrastructure, requiring minimal overhead. Depending on the security
requirements of external clients, the service may be configured with open,
ApiKey or HMAC authentication. It can be easily upscaled by distributing load
across multiple physical servers to handle an increase in device count.
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Supported Devices
Device Role

Manufacturer

Date
Coders
(CIJ/TTO/
Laser)

Carton
Coders
(Thermal/
InkJet)

Case
Labelers

Print &
Apply
Pallet
Labelers

Desktop
Label
Printers

Barcode
Scanners

New drivers are released monthly – inquire info@autocodingsystems.com for updates!
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Vision
Systems

Inspection
Devices
(Weight/
Metal/X-Ray)
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Examples of Supported Devices
Date Coders

Carton Coders

Case Labelers

Print & Apply Pallet Labelers
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Desktop Label Printers

Barcode Scanners

Vision Systems

Inspection Devices
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Application Notes

Administration of the Gateway Server is performed through a simple web portal.
*Please note that an external system is required for runtime
user interface and command generation.

Configuration

Individual devices are configured in the browser-based Dashboard

Control

Once the Gateway is connected to a device, the Job Builder helps create and test
the JSON format device profile for each unique job. This file can then be used as
a template in runtime by the external system.
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Status

After loading the job into a device, the Gateway continues to monitor the device for faults,
consumables information and counters. This information is made available to any Web
API for collection by any external system.

Ethernet connection status

Device online/offline status,
Fault and Warning messages

Currently selected Job Name
(printers) or Match Code (scanners)
Real Time Clock indicator (synchronized
with Gateway server on supported Devices)

Current printer configuration settings,
software and firmware revision information

Consumables (ink/makeup/
ribbon) levels as applicable
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Architecture

For maximum flexibility and seamless integration with existing systems,
the Device Gateway may be deployed with or without optional add-ons.

Direct Access

Direct access to Device Gateway through the RESTful Web API is enabled with the base
server license. In this case, the Gateway acts as a bridge between existing systems (eg
SCADA/MES/WMS/ERP) and existing devices (eg printers/coders/scanners).
This method is the most flexible and granular, but does require capable systems to fill the
user interface, data repository and event execution handling roles to complete the solution.

External
Execution
Engine

External
User
Interface

External
Data
Repository

HTTP

REST/API Client
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SQL Adapter

The optional SQL Adapter allows device interactions to be performed via standard
MSSQL table updates and queries, dramatically simplifying integration with ERP, MES
and WMS systems that are compatible with this popular database platform. For true
bi-directional interaction, the SQL Adapter uses SignalR-based push events to keep the
database up to date with device status in real time.
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Wonderware Library

The optional Wonderware Library brings device connectivity into System Platform through
a simple Script Function Library (.aaSLIB) IDE import. The resulting script functions can
be embedded into objects to enable parameter download into printers, scanners and
inspection devices without having to learn any proprietary device vendor protocols. By
binding UDA’s to the device status response, InTouch graphics can help Operators gain
an unprecedented picture of the production line.
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Example Use Cases
A few ideas of how the Gateway might be used
in different ways are listed below.

Reduce Changeover Time

During product changeover, Operators can spend a substantial amount of time
moving between devices, selecting individual settings, increasing the risk of
human error. By connecting the devices to Gateway, this operation can be done
on a nearby SCADA terminal in a fraction of the time using the SQL Adapter. By
selecting a single product (or image of the product) rather than a ‘program’ or
‘message’, the potential for error is further reduced.

Analyze Printer Consumables

Optimize consumables costs by revealing which printers, products and
messages use the most ink/ribbon. Add your printers to the Device Gateway,
create an MES or SCADA application script to connect to Gateway and
periodically retrieve the device status. Parse the consumables element from the
status response and insert relevant values into your plant historian to identify
trends of ink/ribbon/makeup change and refill frequency over time.

Uniquely Label Weight-based Products

Some of the device drivers in Gateway allow ad-hoc message creation without
having to pre-load it on the printer, allowing for highly flexible and unique
messages. For example, collect an individual bag weight from an in-line scale,
incorporate the data into a new print message, send the unique message
through Gateway to the printer and produce a label with a precise bag weight.

Control Date Code Location with your
Recipe Management System

Store the unique settings relating to each product’s correct trigger delays in your
Recipe Management System. Send them to Gateway during recipe download
and the date code will be in the right location from the start of the run.

Use a 2D Barcode to Indicate Lot Changes

To support accurate traceability, handling a material lot code change in the middle
of a run can require additional operational steps to ensure the new lot code is
recorded at the right time. Using Gateway, the current lot code can be encoded in
a 2D barcode which is then added to the existing bag/carton/case print message.
Continuous barcode scanning of the palletizer infeed, for example, can alert a
nearby Operator if the 2D code contains an updated lot code.
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System Requirements
Supported Operation Systems
Windows Server 2008 SP2 and newer
Windows 7 SP1/8.1/10 Professional

Prerequisites
.NET Framework 4.6

Hardware Requirements
RAM –					512 MB
Disk Space –				200 MB
Processor –					1 GHz

SQL Adapter
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 SP2+

Wonderware Library
System Platform 2012 P03+

AutoCoding Systems
800 S Industry Way Ste 160
Meridian, ID 83642
208 908 0023
info@autocodingsystems.com
www.autocodingsystems.com

